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Abstract—The popularity of GPUs in general purpose computation has prompted efforts to scale up MapReduce systems with
GPUs, but lack of efﬁcient I/O handling results in underutilization of shared system resources in existing systems. This paper
presents SPMario, a scale-up GPU MapReduce framework to
speed up job execution and boost utilization of system resources
with the new I/O Oriented Scheduling. The evaluation on a set
of representative benchmarks against a highly-optimized baseline
system shows that for the single job cases, SPMario can speedup
job execution by up to 2.28×, and boost GPU utilization by 2.12×
and 2.51× for I/O utilization. When scheduling two jobs together,
I/O Oriented Scheduling outperforms round-robin scheduling by
up to 13.54% in total execution time, and by up to 12.27% and
14.92% in GPU and I/O utilization, respectively.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The popularity of GPUs in general purpose computation
has prompted efforts to scale up MapReduce systems with
GPUs that have the massive parallelism and high innerbandwidth [16]. However, lack of efﬁcient I/O handling and
scheduling in existing systems may lead to resource contention [15] among processes/tasks, resulting in underutilization of system resources. Simply increasing the number of
processes/tasks cannot solve this problem. In fact, our proﬁling
of a state-of-the-art GPU MapReduce framework reveals that,
even with multiple processes, the GPU utilization can be
lower than 20% while the I/O device is idle for almost 50%
of the time. This inefﬁciency will undermine the potential
performance gains from scaling up MapReduce with GPUs.
In this paper,we present SPMario, a GPU framework that
scales up MapReduce with optimized I/O handling and task
scheduling to address the above problems. SPMario runtime
includes a scheduler that dispatches tasks to containers, and
multiple containers that provide the execution environment for
the tasks and enforce the execution order. SPMario proposes
I/O Oriented Scheduling to coordinate task execution in a way
that minimizes idle time of the resources, and pipelines the I/O
operations, the data transfers between the host and the GPU,
and the GPU kernel execution.
Our experiment results show that for the single job cases,
SPMario can achieve up to a 2.28× speedup over the baseline
in job execution time, and yield up to 2.12× GPU utilization
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and 2.51× I/O utilization. When scheduling two jobs together,
SPMario with I/O Oriented Scheduling outperforms with
round-robin by up to 13.54% in execution time, and 12.27%
and 14.92% in GPU and I/O utilization, respectively.
II. BACKGROUND AND M OTIVATION
This section provides a brief overview of the GPU and
MapReduce, and discusses the problem of I/O handling and
resource underutilization.
A. The GPU and MapReduce
The GPU is a processor comprised of multiple SIMD
streaming multiprocessors, or SMs. It organizes threads into
thread blocks that execute functions called kernels, and the
current hardware cannot preempt a running kernel.
MapReduce [9] represents another form of parallelism to
process data on a large scale. To write a MapReduce application (a ”job”), users just need to provide two primitive
functions called Map and Reduce. The MapReduce framework
will apply the Map function on input data blocks (”chunks”),
and run the Reduce function to produce the results.
B. I/O Handling and Resource Underutilization
There are two important problems not well addressed by the
existing GPU MapReduce systems: the efﬁcient I/O handling
and the resource utilization. Most existing GPU MapReduce
frameworks either assume the entire datasets loaded into the
host DRAM already, or leave the hassle of handling I/O to the
operating system. In addition, few GPU MapReduce solutions
aim to pursue better utilization of system resources. Thus,
many systems leave individual GPUs underutilized1 .
To improve the resource utilization and performance, we
design and implement SPMario based on three observations:
1) Simple multi-tasking might marginally improve resource
utilization and the performance, but could result in
serious resource contention [15], which will in turn
prevent further improvement.
2) A task kernel cannot proceed before its input chunk is
ready on the GPU.
3) For typical GPU MapReduce tasks, a single chunk with
the size of 64MB or 128MB is enough to saturate the
I/O bandwidth, even for a PCIe SSD.
1 We deﬁne the GPU utilization as: utilization = active time , where
total time
active time measures the accumulated time when SMs are running, and
total time is the total time span of the job execution. We also apply this
deﬁnition to describing the I/O utilization in this paper.
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Algorithm 1: Container Scheduling.
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Given the current scheduling policy P l:
for container c ∈ C do
pr ← getPriority(c, P l) ;
quota ← getQuota(c, pr) ;
status ← scheduleContainer(c, quota) ;
updateStatus(status) ;

$
 


Algorithm 2: Task Scheduling inside a Container.
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Fig. 1: System Architecture.
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III. D ESIGN AND I MPLEMENTATION
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As depicted in Figure 1, SPMario includes a global scheduler, and one or more containers, each with a GPU MapReduce Engine. We explain the details below.
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deposit ← deposit − 1;
if deposit ≥ 1 then
//Select the task T
//not being scheduled yet.
(T, Rt, cquota) ←getTaskFair(Qt);
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A container, analogous to a node in the scale-out conﬁguration, accepts a list of tasks from the scheduler and
provides the task execution environment. SPMario reads inputs
from SSDs into ﬁxed-size chunks (default is 128MB and
conﬁgurable). Unlike other MapReduce systems, in SPMario
it is the dedicated input thread inside the I/O manager that
performs I/Os. The I/O thread allows scheduled tasks to take
turns enjoying the full SSD bandwidth within the assigned
I/O quota while avoid the I/O contention. By choosing the
order of supplying input data, the container is able to enforce
the execution order of tasks. The I/O manager maintains two
chunk buffers allocated on the pinned host DRAM for each
running task. SPMario optimizes data transfer by overlapping
I/O operations with asynchronous GPU operations, and assigns
a separate CUDA stream for each chunk to allow multiple
streams to run in parallel.
C. GPU MapReduce Engine
After a task gets a chunk, it continues to invoke the GPU
MapReduce Engine to process the chunk. We implement
the GPU MapReduce Engine (”GMR Engine”) based on
GPMR [16]. GMR Engine has four stages: Map, Bin, Sort
and Reduce. The mapper runs map kernels to emit key-value
pairs. GMR Engine then partitions the key-value pairs into
buckets, and sends them to the right reducer in the Bin stage,
where a binner thread will collect and distribute the pairs. The
sorter sorts the pairs, and the reducer produces outputs.

else
if ﬁrst chunk in the current round then
//Select the task T with
//the highest priority and max Rt
(T, Rt, cquota) ←getTaskRt(Qt);

13

The centralized scheduler accepts jobs from users and
dispatches tasks to containers. It can implement different
scheduling policies like priority-based and round robin by
controlling the number of containers a job can have and the I/O
quota for each container. SPMario iteratively processes tasks,
thus keeps one mapper and/or one reducer for each task. The
scheduler picks at most one container to run at any time.

Deﬁne:
Rt = (kernelT ime + dataT ransf erT ime)/IOT ime.
Qt, the queue for tasks not scheduled.
Qr, the queue for tasks scheduled to run.
while true do
quota ←getQuota();
deposit ← 0;
while quota do
if Qt is empty then
quota ← 0;
return the control to the scheduler;

26
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//Select the task T with the
//highest priority and max Rt
(T, Rt, cquota) ←getTaskRt(Qt);
deposit ← deposit + Rt;
pushQr(T, cquota);
quota ← quota − cquota;

IV. I/O O RIENTED S CHEDULING
There are three core aspects of I/O Oriented Scheduling:
Keeping I/O devices (SSDs) busy for maximum I/O bandwidth; Enforcing the task execution order by controlling the
I/O order to reduce resource contention; Scheduling tasks
with different I/O and kernel patterns together to improve the
overall resource utilization.
The concrete scheduling is twofold: the scheduler ﬁrst
chooses a container to monopolize the full I/O bandwidth
within its assigned quota as shown in Algorithm 1. The
scheduler loops through all containers to make sure no container is starving. SPMario is able to support priority-based
scheduling policy, by changing the I/O quota assigned to
each container. Then the scheduled container executes the
chunk-based task scheduling Algorithm 2 to determine the task
execution order. This is essentially a budget-based scheduling,
and for the convenience of the description, we assume the
ﬁxed-size chunks for now. To support various-sized chunks,
we just need to modify the values of Rt based on the smallest
chunk size accordingly.
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V. E VALUATION
We evaluate SPMario and show the experimental results in
this section.
A. Experimental Platform
The experiments run on a server with a 4-core Intel Xeon
E52609V2 CPU and 32GB DRAM. It contains an NVIDIA
Tesla K20 GPU with 5GB GDDR5 memory connected with 16
lane PCIe 2.0 with 8GB/s bandwidth. The storage is a 768GB
PICe SSD and can sustain 2.2GB/s for read and write. We run
Ubuntu Linux kernel 3.16.3 with CUDA Toolkit 7.0 [1].
B. Benchmarks
We run the experiments with three representative GPU
MapReduce applications. Matrix Multiplication (MM) has
longer I/O time than the kernel, but the I/O and the kernel time
are comparable. K-Means Clustering (KMC) is a computeintensive application with longer kernel than I/O. Linear
Regression (LR) has much shorter kernel than I/O. We use
cuBLAS library [2] to implement MM for best performance,
and extend KMC and LR from GPMR to support big datasets.
Total Input Size (GB)
Chunk Size (MB)

MM16K
17.4
64

MM32K
135.2
128

KMC2K
32
128

KMC4K
64
128

LR2K
16
128

LR4K
32
128

TABLE I: Dataset Sizes and Chunk Sizes of the Benchmarks.

We test each application on two sizes of datasets, as shown
in Table I, with 1, 2, and 4 processes on the baseline, while
with 1, 2, and 3 on SPMario, because the SPMario scheduler
occupies one CPU core. We also run four pairs of these
applications to evaluate SPMario’s scheduling policy.
C. Intra-Job I/O Oriented Scheduling
We evaluate SPMario’s I/O Oriented Scheduling for individual jobs against optimized GPMR [16] as the baseline to
be fair. Figure 2 and Figure 3 depict the results of GPU and
I/O utilization, and Figure 4 shows average per-chunk I/O time
for each set of the experiments.
In all the experiments, we observe similar results: For the
single task case, SPMario can reduce the execution time by
overlapping GPU kernels and I/O operations. With the increase
in the task number, SPMario can continue to improve the GPU
and I/O utilization, by reducing the I/O contention and the idle
I/O time through deliberate scheduling. Figure 4 shows the
average per-chunk I/O time of the baseline rises rapidly while
remains almost unchanged in SPMario, indicating severe I/O
contention among different tasks in the baseline, which is one
of the main factors causing the inefﬁciency of the baseline.
Overall, with up to three processes, SPMario is able to
achieve a 2.28× speedup over the original single process
baseline in job execution time, and yields up to 2.12× GPU
utilization and 2.51× I/O utilization.
D. Inter-Job I/O Oriented Scheduling
For scheduling multiple jobs, we run four pairs of jobs,
including [MM16K, KMC2K], [MM16K, LR2K], [MM16K,
KMC4K], and [KMC2K, LR4K]. The chosen jobs in each
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pair have close dataset sizes and execution time, and these
combinations cover all the three different types of jobs.
Currently there is no job scheduler supporting multi-job
scheduling on GPUs, and the GPMR cannot run multiple
applications together either. So we use SPMario with roundrobin as the baseline to compare against SPMario with I/O
Oriented Scheduling.
It is not easy to further squeeze any improvement out of
the highly optimized SPMario jobs, since SPMario has already
removed most idle I/O time for individual jobs, as we see in
section V-C. However, SPMario’s I/O Oriented Scheduling
is still able to ﬁnd optimization opportunities to improve
the utilization and performance, as summarized in Table II.
Limited by NVIDIA K20’s device memory (5GB), SPMario
is only tested to schedule two jobs together, but it can schedule
more with bigger device memory (e.g., 12GB in K40).

[MM16K,KMC2K]
[MM16K,LR2K]
[MM16K,KMC4K]
[KMC2K,LR4K]

Exec. Time
 (%)
7.92
12.59
6.53
13.54

GPU Util.
 (%)
10.63
1.80
7.18
12.27

I/O Util.
 (%)
9.17
11.65
7.03
14.92

TABLE II: The Percentage Improvement of SPMario with I/O
Oriented Scheduling over Round-robin for Co-Scheduling. When
scheduling two jobs together, SPMario with I/O Oriented Scheduling
can reduce the total execution time by up to 13.54 %, and improve
GPU and I/O utilization by up to 12.27 % and 14.92 %, respectively

VI. R ELATED W ORK
Mars [11] is the ﬁrst attempt to port the MapReduce model
to GPUs. Catanzaro et al. [4] build a framework with a
constrained MapReduce model. MapCG [12] avoids some
inefﬁciency of Mars with atomic operations and provides
source code portability between CPU and GPU. Some efforts
utilize the shared memory in a GPU [13], [5]. Grex [3] takes
a step further by using parallel input data split and loadbalance data partitioning. Chen et al. [6] explore different
schemes to run tasks on an integrated architecture. These early
studies mainly focus on ofﬂoading computation to the GPU,
and can only handle datasets smaller than GPU memory. On
the contrary, SPMario can efﬁciently handle large datasets.
GPMR [16] is a GPU MapReduce library for both single
node and GPU cluster. It utilizes chunking to handle datasets
bigger than GPU memory, but does not consider I/O accesses.
PMGMR [7] improves its single-node predecessor MGMR [8]
for bigger datasets, but using slow hard drive disks will underutilize the multiple GPUs. Moim [17] implements a multiGPU MapReduce framework for both CPUs and GPUs and
supports load balancing. MATE-CG [14] provides generalized
reduce API to run jobs on both CPUs and GPUs. Glasswing [10] uses a 5-stage pipeline to improve the performance
of a hybrid MapReduce system with OpenCL. But its ”vertical
scalability” merely means getting better performance with a
better device (e.g., ”scale” from a CPU to a GPU), while still
running a single task on each device. In SPMario we explore
to scale up GPU MapReduce with running multiple concurrent
tasks and even jobs on a single GPU.
None of the above GPU MapReduce frameworks or systems
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Fig. 2: GPU Utilization Comparison of the Benchmarks with Different Numbers of Processes. All data are normalized to the execution
time of the corresponding baseline’s single process case (1p) for comparison. Note we use 4p/3p to denote the comparison of 4p for baseline
and 3p for SPMario. Both the baseline and SPMario decrease the execution time and improve the GPU utilization by shrinking the idle time
with more processes (baseline from 1p to 4p, SPMario from 1p to 3p), but SPMario outperforms the baseline for all cases.

Fig. 3: I/O Utilization Comparison of the Benchmarks with Different Numbers of Processes. All data are normalized to the I/O span of
the corresponding baseline’s single process case (1p) for comparison. Note we use 4p/3p to denote the comparison of 4p for baseline and 3p
for SPMario. Both the baseline and SPMario improve the I/O utilization by shrinking the idle time with more processes (baseline from 1p to
4p, SPMario from 1p to 3p), but SPMario outperforms the baseline for all cases except LR2K.

Fig. 4: Avg. Per-Chunk I/O Time Comparison of the Benchmarks with Different Numbers of Processes. Note we use 4p/3p to denote
the comparison of 4p for baseline and 3p for SPMario. With more processes (baseline from 1p to 4p, SPMario from 1p to 3p), the average
per-chunk I/O time drastically increases for the baseline, while remains almost unchanged for SPMario.

explore the potential of sharing a single GPU among multiple
jobs, or improving the system utilization. On the contrary, SPMario employs I/O Oriented Scheduling to efﬁciently overlap
I/O, data transfer between the host and the GPU, and GPU
kernel execution, and to schedule multiple jobs to run together
to better utilize the I/O and GPU resources.
VII. C ONCLUSION
GPU MapReduce frameworks require efﬁcient I/O handling
and task scheduling for both performance and resource utilization. In this paper, We present SPMario, a GPU MapReduce
framework to improve the utilization of both GPU and I/O
resources, and share the GPU among concurrent tasks. Experiments on three representative applications show SPMario is
able to accelerate job execution and boost resource utilization
by removing idle I/O time with I/O Oriented Scheduling.
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